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Abstract
Ion implantation is a valuable tool for introducing transition metal ions such
as Cr, Mn, Fe, Co and Ni into a variety of semiconductors including AlN,
GaN, GaP and SiC. High-transition-temperature ferromagnetic behaviour is
found to be the rule rather than the exception. Implantation combined with
magnetic screening techniques to determine hysteretic transition
temperatures provides an effective procedure for rapidly determining
whether particular combinations of magnetic dopants and host
semiconductors are likely to display high-temperature ferromagnetic
properties. Recent results on Cr, Mn and Co implanted into wide-bandgap
AlN are presented and discussed with respect to their promise as
carrier-mediated ferromagnets that might be useful for spintronics
applications.

1. Introduction

Spin-transport electronics (or spintronics) exploits the spin of
charge carriers in ferromagnetic semiconductors to provide
new functionality for microelectronic devices. Although much
attention has focused on (Ga, Mn)As [1] and (In, Mn)As [2]
systems, any real breakthrough with respect to applications
will require magnetic semiconductors that exhibit robust
ferromagnetism with Curie temperatures Tc above room
temperature [3]. III–V semiconductors have the advantage of
a large bandgap, high-temperature and high-power operation,
and the possibility (with direct bandgap materials) of including
visible and UV photonics [4]. Such materials could be
integrated into existing silicon technology, thereby adding new
functionality associated with the injection, manipulation and
detection of spin. Processors with non-volatile memories,
sensors with actuators, and spin-based quantum computers are
just a few of the potential applications.

Ion implantation is a useful technique to screen particular
combinations of magnetic dopants and host semiconductors
for their high temperature ferromagnetic properties. Transition
metal ions such as Mn, Fe, Co and/or Ni have been implanted

into a variety of host materials including GaN [5–11], GaP
[10, 12], SiC [13], ZnO : Sn [14], ZnGeSiN2 [15] and AlGaP
[16]. Once a promising combination has been identified,
electronic grade material can in principle be grown by the
more time-consuming technique of molecular beam epitaxy
(MBE). This has already been accomplished in the (Ga, Mn)P
system where near-room-temperature ferromagnetism has
been observed in both ion-implanted materials [12] and
material grown by MBE [17].

We will begin with a general discussion of ion
implantation and then focus on the implantation of transition
metals into III–V compounds. As an illustrative example
we discuss the (Ga, Mn)P system, paying particular attention
to the effect of implantation and post-implant processing
on the magnetic properties. We will then discuss the
techniques used to screen for ferromagnetic hysteresis and
summarize the results we have obtained. Finally, we will
present our latest results on ion-implantation of 3 at% Cr, Mn
and Co ions into wide-bandgap AlN. Although all three of
these implanted materials exhibit room-temperature hysteresis,
the Cr-implanted sample gives the most robust magnetism,
i.e. the highest saturated moment and the largest coercive
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field. Our results are consistent with recently reported room-
temperature ferromagnetism in MBE grown (Al, Cr)N [18].

The spin splitting of the conduction band electrons in
n-type In1−xMnxAs [19], as studied by cyclotron resonance
experiments, illustrates the physical principles underlying the
rationale for seeking highTc ferromagnetism in dilute magnetic
semiconductor (DMS) materials. In a high magnetic field, the
g factor is sharply enhanced by the substitution of Mn ions on
the In sites. This enhancement comes from the alignment of
the Mn ions in the external field. Since thermal fluctuations
reduce the magnetic spin alignment and the bands are non-
parabolic, there is a substantial decrease in the g factor at
fixed fields with increasing temperature. The Zeeman splitting
in the conduction band states at room temperature is small
compared to thermal energies, and polarized carriers cannot
be energy resolved with externally applied fields. The remedy
to this situation is to find a DMS material with an internal field
large enough to ensure the presence of energy-resolved spin-
polarized carriers at room temperature and hence a carrier-
mediated ferromagnetic transition above room temperature.
The polarized carriers mediate the ferromagnetic interaction
between the transition metal ions and are essential to most
spintronics applications. Interestingly, carriers can be either
localized or itinerant for ferromagnetism to exist and there are
a variety of theories that apply to these limits [20–25].

The presence of ferromagnetism in a given III–V DMS
material is sensitive to factors such as crystallinity, transition
metal dopant location (substitutional or interstitial) and
concentration, and the sign and magnitude of the carrier density
[3, 4, 26, 27]. For example, in the case of In1−xMnxAs, carrier
type and concentration can be changed by impurity doping
or adjusting the growth conditions; and ferromagnetism is
observed in p-type material but not in n-type material [2].
A similar correlation is found in the (Ga, Mn)P system where
a Curie temperature near room temperature is observed for
ion-implanted p-doped material (co-doped with carbon), but
the Curie temperature is significantly lower for ion-implanted
n-doped material [12]. High Tc ferromagnetism has also been
found in MBE grown (Ga, Mn)N films formed by post-growth
diffusion of Mn into GaN [28] and high temperature MBE
using ammonia as a nitrogen source [29].

High Tc ferromagnetism is not confined to III–V materials.
There are also reports of high Tc in the DMS chalcopyrite
Cd1−xMnxGeP2 [30], Co-doped ZnO [31], Co-doped TiO2

anatase [32, 33] and in the II–VI DMS compound Zn1−xCrxTe
[34]. Clearly, high Tc in DMS materials is not a
rare phenomenon. Rapid convergence on an optimized
combination of materials to produce specific properties
requires a method to efficiently sift through the large number
of materials available and processing parameters.

2. Ion implantation

Ion implantation is used extensively for integrated circuits
in silicon technology because of its reliability, precision and
reproducibility [35]. A typical integrated circuit wafer might
undergo 20–30 implant steps with energies ranging from 1 keV
to a few MeV, although 300–400 keV is more typical. Dose and
implant energy requirements are determined by the application.
These applications include source–drain contacts, adjustment

of threshold voltages, doping of polysilicon and engineering of
conducting channels. The wafer temperature during implant
influences the post-implant crystal quality and affects the
post-implant anneal required for maximum activation of the
implanted species.

The low solubility of transition metal ions such as Mn
in the III–V compounds presents an obstacle to obtaining
high Tc ferromagnetism, since the strength of the magnetism
is proportional to the number of transition metal ions
substituted on the cation sites of the column III sublattice.
Ion implantation has the advantage that impurities can be
introduced beyond solubility limits. However, the typical
3–5 at% concentrations that are required for robust magnetic
behaviour in the III–V DMS materials correspond to an
extremely high dose, which in turn leads to serious lattice
damage that must be repaired by thermal annealing. Such
high doses can also lead to the formation of impurity phases
and/or clusters, thus complicating the interpretation of the
origin of the ferromagnetism, especially if the impurity phases
are themselves ferromagnetic.

Figure 1 shows a schematic overview of ion implantation
into GaP. Solids under ion bombardment experience complex
dynamic annealing processes that are highly dependent on
implant parameters such as ion mass, energy, dose, substrate
temperature, and beam flux. A complete characterization
of lattice disorder produced by ion bombardment is usually
difficult to predict. Experimental studies are, therefore,
essential to determine and understand the effects of implant
conditions on sample disorder. This is particularly important
for III–V hosts since it is necessary to preserve sublattice order
during the implant step. The accumulation of stable defects
and amorphization are suppressed at elevated temperatures
[36], so implantation is performed typically up to 350˚C.
The increased implantation temperature significantly reduces
damage build-up. Mn implanted into GaN [37, 38] at room
temperature produces GaMn clusters that are most likely
responsible for the observed magnetic behaviour. This is
undesirable if the carriers are not involved. At higher ion doses,
the evolution of damage proceeds via the formation of point

Figure 1. Overview of implantation of transition metal ions into
GaP showing the effect of annealing temperature on amorphization,
diffusion and the removal/reduction of indicated defects.
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Figure 2. Calculated profile for 250 keV Mn+ ions implanted into
GaN at a dose of 3 × 1016 cm−2.

and planar defects. For the case of high-dose ion bombardment
of GaN at elevated temperatures, anomalous surface erosion is
also observed [39].

The post-implant annealing temperature is also critical.
Figure 2 shows a typical concentration profile for 250 keV Mn+

ions implanted into GaN at a dose of 3 × 1016 cm−2. The Mn
concentration is relatively constant over the first 2000 Å of film
thickness, but then rapidly decreases. The post-implantation
anneal does not change the concentration profile but does
assure that most of the implanted dopant ions will migrate
to the correct (cation) lattice site. In addition (see figure 1)
twins will be removed and point and line defects reduced. An
annealing temperature that is too high will cause excessive
diffusion of most dopants and also lead to the formation of
impurity phases. Baik et al [11] find for a high implant
dose of 5 × 1016 cm−2 in (Ga, Mn)N that an 800˚C anneal
produces a Tc of approximately 100 K, but a 900˚C anneal
has lower Tc. This higher annealing temperature produces the
presumably antiferromagnetic phases Mn6N2.58 and Mn3N2,
which are identified by x-ray diffraction and are responsible
for the deterioration in magnetic properties.

Most theories describing ferromagnetism in DMS
materials assume that the transition metal ions, typically
Mn+2, are randomly substituted on the cation sites, where
they act as acceptors. Because of compensation, the carrier
density (holes for Mn+2 dopants) can be significantly less than
the dopant density. Under these conditions, the exchange
interaction between nearest neighbour transition metal ions
is mediated by the carriers and gives rise to ferromagnetism
[20]. Experimentally, the formation of ferromagnetic impurity
phases and/or clustering of the transition metal implant atoms
can produce ferromagnetism, but this magnetism need not
necessarily be carrier mediated. Examples of ferromagnetic
impurity phases with Curie temperatures equal to or greater
than the room temperature include MnGa (>300 K), Mn4N
(745 K) and MnP (291 K) [40]. In addition, the large
exchange energy of the transition metal dopants such as
Fe, Co or Ni provides a driving force for the formation of
small nanoclusters containing a few transition metal ions [41].
Interestingly, nitrogen-stabilized nanoclusters of Mn atoms are
predicted to have large enhanced ferromagnetic moments in
(Ga, Mn)N [42].

Figures 3–5 show structural and magnetic data from
0.4 µm thick (Ga, Mn)P : C epilayers grown by gas source
MBE on top of GaP substrates. Clusters and/or impurity
phases with sizes greater than a few nanometres can be
detected using x-ray diffraction and/or transmission electron

0.4 µm
GaMnP:C

GaP

Figure 3. TEM cross-sectional micrograph of Mn-implanted
0.4 µm thick epilayer of GaP : C grown on a GaP substrate. The
implanted dose was 3 × 1016 cm−2.

Figure 4. Typical SADP for the Mn implanted GaP : C sample
shown in figure 3.
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Figure 5. Temperature dependence of field cooled (FC)
magnetization (per gram Mn) at an applied field H = 500 Oe. The
vertical dashed line at Tc = 270 K marks the field-independent
inflection point (Curie temperature). The observation of a T 3/2

Bloch-Law dependence (solid line with flanking dashed lines
representing 95% confidence bands) is expected for ferromagnets
and reflects the presence of long-wavelength thermally-excited spin
waves.
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microscopy (TEM). Figures 3 and 4 show a TEM cross-
sectional micrograph and a selected-area-diffraction pattern
(SADP) of a post annealed Mn-implanted 0.4 µm thick
epilayer of GaP : C grown on a GaP substrate. For
this particular sample, which showed room-temperature
ferromagnetism [12], 250 keV Mn+ ions were implanted
into p-type GaP : C at a temperature of 350˚C to maximize
crystallinity. The implanted dose was 3 × 1016 cm−2,
corresponding to approximately 3 at% Mn in the GaP. The
micrograph in figure 3, taken after the 750˚C (5 min) post-
implant anneal, shows a significant degree of distortion.
However, there is no evidence for second phases with sizes
greater than the 20 Å resolution of the microscope. The SADP
of figure 4 confirms the absence of precipitates. The rings that
are visible in the photograph correspond to the spotty (GaP)
portion of the pattern from other parts of the sample and none of
the rings or spots is found to be due to the formation of second
phases. Despite the absence of precipitates larger than 20 Å,
smaller impurity clusters and/or aggregations of implanted ions
may play an important role in the mechanism responsible for
ferromagnetic DMSs, which are still the subject of intense
study [41, 42]. To obtain the magnetization shown in figure 5,
the epilayers were heavily C doped (p ≈ 1020 cm−3) using
carbon tetrabromide as the dopant source.

The temperature-dependent magnetization shown in
figure 5 reveals that the 3 at% (Ga0.94Mn0.06P) Mn-implanted
GaP sample has a non-zero magnetization well above
room temperature. A temperature-independent diamagnetic
contribution, obtained at high field, was subtracted. The Curie
temperature Tc = 270 K, identified by the vertical dashed
line, is defined as the inflection point and does not shift in
position for similar data sets taken in different fields and
for different sample orientations. Our main findings, which
have been previously reported [12], include: a quantitative
determination of a spin-wave stiffness inferred from the
Bloch Law behaviour of the magnetization (solid line in
figure 5) and a demonstration of pronounced sensitivity of
the ferromagnetism to carrier type, carrier concentration, and
transition metal ion doping. The long tail, which extends to
temperatures above Tc, but where hysteresis is still present,
has been attributed to the presence of ferromagnetic clusters.
These clusters, on an average, contain about ten Mn spins [12]
and thus are not observable in TEM.

A GaP substrate implanted with Mn at a dose of 5 at%
produces a decrease in saturated magnetization by more
than a factor of 15 and a decrease in Tc by a factor of
approximately six. These observations show that Mn clusters

Table 1. Summary of ion-beam implanted semiconductors and their magnetic properties.

Host material Carrier conc. Magnetic ion Tcx Hc Reference

GaP : C p-type, 1.0E20 cm−3 3 at% Mn 330 K (500 Oe) 50 Oe (300 K) [12]
GaP : C p-type, 1.0E20 cm−3 5 at% Mn 40 K (500 Oe) NA [12]
GaP n-type, 1.0E16 cm−3 3 at% Mn 60 K (1000 Oe) NA [12]
GaN : Mg p-type, 3.0E17 cm−3 3 at% Mn 250 K (100 Oe) 25 Oe (100 K) [6]
GaN : Mg p-type, 3.0E17 cm−3 3 at% Fe 250 K (500 Oe) 100 Oe (10 K) [7]
GaN : Mg p-type, 3.0E17 cm−3 5 at% Fe <200 K (500 Oe) 125 Oe (10 K) [7]
GaN : Mg p-type, 3.0E17 cm−3 3 at% Ni 200 K (500 Oe) NA [8]
GaN : Mg p-type, 3.0E17 cm−3 5 at% Ni 40 K (500 Oe) NA [8]
SiC : Al p-type, 1.0E17 cm−3 5 at% Fe 250 K (500 Oe) 50 Oe (10 K) [13]
SiC : Al p-type, 1.0E17 cm−3 5 at% Mn 250 K (500 Oe) 150 Oe (10 K) [13]

or ferromagnetic impurity phases such as MnGa (Tc > 300 K)
[43] and MnP (Tc = 291 K) [44] are not responsible, since
increasing Mn leads to a lower Tc. Also, when p- and n-type
samples were implanted at the same time and subjected to
identical annealing, the p-type samples showed significantly
stronger magnetism along with higher Tc.

3. Screening for high Tc: magnetism in
ion-implanted AlN

Ion implantation allows rapid screening of the magnetic
properties of various combinations of hosts and implants.
Table 1 summarizes our results on ion-implanted GaP, GaN
and SiC. The columns list from left to right: host material, type
and concentration of carriers in the host before implantation,
concentration in atomic per cent of the implanted transition
metal ion, highest temperature Tcx at which hysteresis is
observed at the applied field identified in parentheses, and
coercive field Hc at the temperatures identified in parentheses.
Common characteristics of these materials are p-type carrier
concentration and transition metal concentration near 3–5 at%.
Higher transition metal concentrations lead to impurity phases
and degradation of magnetic properties. These results show,
somewhat surprisingly, that high Tc ferromagnetism is a
relatively robust phenomenon for a large variety of transition
metal ions implanted into GaP, GaN and SiC.

Our most recent studies are of ion implantation of Cr, Co
and Mn into AlN. The implant and post-implant conditions
were essentially the same as those for the (Ga, Mn)P : C
discussed above. AlN was chosen as a host because the
small lattice constant of the III–N materials ensures large sp–d
hybridization between the valence orbitals and the d shells
of the magnetic ions. The strength of the carrier-mediated
interaction, and hence the Tc, can be significant in the nitrides
[45]. In addition, because of the light column III anion [18, 45],
aluminium nitride doped with magnetic ions is expected to have
a reduced spin orbit interaction and hence a longer lifetime
for its polarized carriers. The predictions of above-room-
temperature ferromagnetism have been verified in (Al, Cr)N
grown by MBE [18] and by reactive co-sputtering [46]. The
large bandgap of AlN implies that the acceptor and/or donor
levels might be too far away from their respective valence
and conduction band edges to ensure a high enough density
of itinerant carriers for carrier mediated ferromagnetism.
This problem might be overcome by pre-doping to form
shallow level states, as has been done, for example, with
(Ga, Mn)P : C [12].
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Figure 6 shows the temperature dependence of the
field-cooled magnetization (MFC) and zero-field cooled
magnetization (MZFC) for AlN implanted with 3 at% Cr.
The data were taken in a magnetic field of 500 Oe applied
parallel to the film surface. Figure 7 shows the temperature
dependence of the difference in magnetization, �M(T ) =
MFC(T ) − MZFC(T ), between the field-cooled and the zero-
field-cooled data shown in figure 6. Because the same field
is present for both the MFC and MZFC measurements, taking
the difference between the two quantities eliminates the non-
hysteretic para- and diamagnetic contributions and indicates
the presence of hysteresis if the difference is nonzero. This
subtraction procedure is particularly advantageous for thin-
film samples where the strength or amount of the ferromagnetic
material may be small. Although ferromagnetism is the
usual explanation for hysteresis, spin glass effects, cooperative
interactions between superparamagnetic clusters, or blocked
superparamagnetic clusters would produce similar behaviour.
All these effects, however, are magnetic phenomena involving
the ordering of spins, and it is in this sense that we refer
to the hysteresis measured by the �M(T ) data near room
temperature as ‘ferromagnetic’. Spin glass temperatures and
blocking temperatures for superparamagnetic clusters tend
to be at temperatures less than ∼100 K. Accordingly, the
hysteresis that we observe at higher temperatures is more likely
to be due to ferromagnetism.
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Figure 6. Temperature dependence of the field-cooled (FC) and
zero-field cooled (ZFC) magnetization for AlN implanted with
3 at% Cr. The data were taken in a magnetic field of 500 Oe applied
parallel to the film surface. The magnetizations are negative because
the large diamagnetic background has not been subtracted out.
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Figure 7. Temperature dependence of the difference, MFC–MZFC, of
the FC and ZFC curves shown in figure 6. Note that the subtraction
removes the diamagnetic background shown in figure 6.

The �M(T ) plot of figure 7 has strong positive curvature
and approaches zero near room temperature. Identification
of an irreversibility crossover temperature Tcx from such a
plot as the temperature at which �M(T ) equals zero is at
best a statement about the disappearance of hysteresis at the
500 Oe measuring field. Similar data taken at lower fields
produce a higher Tcx. The Tcx in column 4 of table 1 and
the corresponding measurement fields (in parentheses) were
obtained in this manner. Hysteresis loops, such as shown in
figure 8, at various temperatures can also be used to estimate
Tcx. Figure 8 shows that hysteresis at 100 K disappears at a
field near 750 Oe. Thus, a �M(T ) plot taken at 750 Oe would
show a Tcx near 100 K, significantly lower than the Tcx near
room temperature, found in the 500 Oe data of figure 7.

Since the hysteretic crossover temperature Tcx is not
the same as the Curie temperature Tc, one must physically
subtract out any diamagnetic and/or paramagnetic background
from the field cooled magnetization data and then analyse
the resulting M(T ) curve for its ferromagnetic signature and
the corresponding Tc. A strong temperature-independent
diamagnetic background has been subtracted from the field
cooled M(T ) data shown in figure 5 and the resulting
curve exhibits properties typical of classical ferromagnets,
i.e. a convex outwards (negative curvature) shape, a field-
independent inflection point marking the Curie temperature,
and a Bloch Law temperature dependence at low temperatures.
In contrast, the field-cooled magnetization shown in figure 6 for
AlN implanted with 3 at% Cr shows a positive curvature
with a pronounced upturn at low temperatures. These
rather unconventional shapes in the temperature-dependent
magnetization were first seen in (Ga, Mn)As [47] and seem
to be the rule rather than the exception in most DMS materials.
Possible explanations for this behaviour can be found in
theoretical treatments that consider the effect of randomness
and disorder on percolating ferromagnetic clusters [21, 48, 49].

Figure 9 shows hysteresis loops taken at 300 K for three
pieces of the same AlN sample implanted with 3 at% Mn (top
panel), 3 at% Co (middle panel) and 3 at% Cr (bottom panel).
All samples were simultaneously implanted and annealed
under the same conditions. Although all the samples show
hysteresis at room temperature, the Co and Cr implanted
samples have higher saturated moments and greater coercive
fields than the Mn implanted sample. It may be, however,
that optimal magnetic properties for each implant species
occur at different concentrations and annealing conditions.
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Figure 9. Magnetization loops at a temperature of 300 K for three
pieces of the same AlN sample implanted with 3 at% Mn (top
panel), 3 at% Co (middle panel) and 3 at% Cr (bottom panel). All
samples were implanted and annealed under the same conditions.

Compared to MBE, implantation provides a rapid and efficient
way to adjust each material to its optimum properties. Once
an optimized materials combination is found, MBE can be
used for fine-tuning the magnetic properties and providing
electronics/spintronics grade material.

Impurity phases and/or clusters might play an important
role in the ferromagnetism of (Al, Cr)N. There are, however,
no known high-temperature bulk ferromagnetic Al/Cr or Cr/N
impurity phases. Cr is antiferromagnetic and hence clusters
of Cr would not be expected to be ferromagnetic; however,
nitrogen stabilized nanoclusters of Cr might carry giant
moments as is suggested for MnxN clusters in Mn-doped GaN
[42]. A high Tc ferromagnetic δ-A15 Cr phase [50] may also be
present. This phase is relatively easy to form during thin-film
deposition of Cr [51]. Alternatively, nanocrystalline Cr may
only exhibit a suppression of antiferromagnetism [52]. Finally,
formation of ferromagnetic CrO2 is possible, but improbable,
since CrO2 is difficult to form and would normally be capped
by nonmagnetic Cr2O3. The above possibilities mandate a
thorough study of structure–property relationships, in addition
to the magnetic and electronic properties, before concluding
that (Al, Cr)N, in particular, and related DMS materials are
suited for spintronics applications.

4. Discussion and conclusions

The usefulness of ferromagnetic wide-bandgap semiconduc-
tors for spintronic applications requires coupling between
ferromagnetic and semiconducting properties. If precipi-
tates or clusters below detectable size limits are responsible
for ferromagnetism and if the charge carriers do not medi-
ate the ferromagnetic interaction, then the applicability of
such materials in spintronics applications is questionable. It
is not clear, however, that the presence of ferromagnetic
nanoclusters excludes carrier-mediated interaction. Under-
standing potential limitations and confirming carrier-mediated
ferromagnetism requires additional studies, including anoma-
lous Hall effect measurements, which provide information

about the local magnetization in regions visited by the carri-
ers [53] and magnetic circular dichroism measurements, which
provide information about the interaction between the sp carri-
ers and the localized d spins [54]. Complete characterization of
many of the DMSs discussed here has not been achieved, and
it is clear that much more work needs to be done to fully assess
the potential of III–V DMS materials. The need for extensive
characterization and measurement as a function of many fabri-
cation and processing parameters underscores the utility of ion
beam implantation as an effective and efficient way of identify-
ing promising systems for increased scientific understanding
and for possible use in spintronics applications. This paper
originated from the ICMFS ’03 Conference (Madrid, 2003).
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